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I ntroduction
A conference on atmospheric aerovol optics was held in October
1964 at the Onchiota Conference Center, Sterling Forest, ruxedo, New
York.

This conference was sponsored jointly by New York University and

U. S. Army Electronize-- Laboratory.

thes

~The ptirpose~was tn apc-ýttain the

state of knowledge and to determine the problen- areas in this field of
atmospheric physics.
The conference was held over a period of three days,

each day being

devoted to a problem area as introduced and outlined by a survey speaker.
Following the survey talk, morning and evening discussion sessions wore
convened.

Each session was presided over by

as moderator of the informal discussion.

.t

chairman who also acted

Pri-ir to the conference, thle

invited participants were asked to submit brief resumes of their current
research

interests in the problem areas to be discussed and these were

forwarded to the chairmen.
The sessions were kept as informal as possible in order to facilitate
the free flow of information, opinion, and ideas. The chairmen maintained
and directed the thread of the discussion by calling upon participants to
present their views as the discussion turned into their spheres of interest.
The number of

participants was limited to about fifty meteorologists,

atmospheric physicists,
field.
ity 3

chemists, and engineers working actively in the

This was neccssary baca-use the sponsors wished to insure informal-

freedom of expression, and of course, to avoid the problem of over

-

lapping on concurrent sessions.
Each day's

This report is a sununary of the conference discussion.

discussion summary is preceded by the survey speaker's remarks. Dis

-

cussion summaries were prepared by the respective chairmen and represent the salient features of each day's meetings.
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AGENDA
The subject of the conference was optical phenomena (affecting
the wavei!,ngtit region av-50 tmicrons) associated with the p'e-1-r
naturally occurring aerosol particles of terrestrial origin including
those effluents contributed by civilian activities.
First day:

Physical and chemical properties of aerosol particles.

Survey Speaker. C.

Junge

Chairmen: H. Weickmann (morning)
J, E.

McDonald (evening)

Second day: Optical properties of aerosols.
Survey Speaker:

H. G. van do Hulst

Chairmen: R. Penndorf (morning)
D. Deirmendjian (evening)
Third day: Influence of atmospheric aerosols on radiation (radiation
transfer).
Survey Speaker:
Chairmen:

F. Mtller

Z. Sekera (morning)

J. Dave (afternoon)
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WIRST DiAY;
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERUIES OF ATMOSPHERIC AE,,ROSOLS
C. E. Junge
Metoorologiselh-Ge-ophysikalischosa hstitut dor
Johannecs Gutenberg -Universitt
Mainz, Germany
I. Introduction
Atmospheric aerosois are not only interesting by themselves but they
determine also tv somin
ties of our atmosphere.

ottnt

the electrical, chemiical and optical properThis meeting was arranged to discuss the optical

propertioe

of atmospheric aerosols and it is therefore necessary to start
--Vith a survey about our present knowledgo in this field serving as a basis
for the subsequent discussions.

The following properties of atmospheric

aerosol particles will be discussed:
1.

Structure

2.

Chemical composition

3.

Size distribution

4.

Large scale distribution,

Tho optical properties of the atmosphere depend in a complex
way on the various parameters of the aerosols. Once we understand this
relation optical properties can tell us something about the characteristics
of the aerosols.

But it is difficult to establish the properties of the aero-

sol through optical effects.

This can only be done by simultaneous and

independent investigations of the properties of the aerosols themselves,
a fact which was long neglected in the field of atmospheric optics and
radiation and which is still today not recognized in all quarters.

it is

our hope that this meeting will help to eliminate this difficulty.
II. Structure of aerosol particles
A. Basic concept
The most general concept about the structure and composition
of atmospheric aerosol particles is that of the mixed particles. A mixed
particle consists of a mixture of different substances,
soluble, inorganic and organic, etc.
3

soluble and in..

Jt; is ey
ws

to 1ikvaginc the large

'a rjidy of pos.ibtilijticu~ vvitll the ex

-

troulott of Vsea salt particles which consist of an almost pure soiublýc salt

onl tho onie 'haud. anix

quartzo i. e. ,completely

insoluble particles onl tile

othe r hImnd.
Tile two pararmeters which control the optical propertiot; of an
aerosol particle# the refractive index and the absorption are strongly dependent on tile quality and distribution of the transparent fraction (wtntor
soluble as well as insoluble) and the opaque fraction. In catse the trans
parent fraction consists of a soluition of inorganic Salts inl water thc

-

op)tical properties of the particle wvill also depend onl thle relative hurfidlity
of the air.
B. E vdence for inxdprilý

l

h

atmosphere

What evidence is available to support the concept of mrixed
particles ?

F irst, there is rather direct evidence fr--mi electromic ros cope
pictures, which demionstrate the great variability of particle s,.ructure,
Very cnrmmon is an opaque central part surrounded by a translucent halo
which is composed of water soluble or organic materials.
The growth of particle size with relative hurnidity is further evi dence. The growth for pure hygros<copic material can be calculated and
is well known.

These growth curves do not differ much for various sub -

stances.

The observed growth curves for continental ztdrosols lie between
t~hose for pure hygroscopic materials and no growth with hunaidity for
completely unsoluble particles. Measurements from Central Europe seem
to indicate thOat tnixed
oarptc.es i-, valid -forall particle
sizes.

Further evidence is also the complex chemnical composition of

aerosols, which will be discussed later.
C.

Fortnationof mixedpanrticles
The following processes result in thle formation of maixed

particles:

1. Condensation of heterogeneous smokes in a variety of industrial and[
other combustion processes (forest fire.5, e, g. )
2.

Coagulation of aerosols of original homogeneous composition in the

4

atmosphtro subeoquont to their formation.

This coagulation occurs in

cloud free air Continuounly by Bvownian motion, but also in clouda,
where cloud droplets collect partiole8 but also gather gaseoue

--atter,

which remain attached to the particles after evaporation of the cloud
:ation on condensation nuclei

Since condensation and eValj

droplets.

naany times before their removal by rain, this auiliwratiou

occur

proe0ss is very efficiant,
3.

Finally, reaction products of trace gases In the atmostiphro become at%Awiidto existing aerosol particles and modify their compooition. The
omnipresence of sulfate in aerosols is at least to soine degree due to
Dry mineral dust particle:, thus

the attachmnent of photooxidized 80,

obtain a soluble coating and sea galt particles increase their sulfate
content.

"r"ih

majority of processes; which result in mnixed particles ocCur over

continents,
III.

Chernical composition
A.

General composition
Our inforimation on this subject is still rather scanty.

For a

broad survey we may subdivide the substances into three groups:
I IRl norganic,
b)

Organic,

c)

Inorganic,

water insoluble
water insoluble, aceton soluble
water soluble

For unpolluted atlnozpheres we have very little information on a.)
and b),
areas

but fairly good information on

c).

we have some inforn-tation on a)

For large cities and populated

and

b).

The total concentration.,

of atmospheric aerosol material have the following range:
large cities

100-200

small cities, densely
populated areas

50-100 tg/3

thinly populated
continental areas

<50 tg/3

The few data available indicate a composition of polluted and unpolluted aerosols as follows:
component a: 60%
b:

15%

c: 25%
But these figures can give only a general idea and there are ce tainly large fluctuations.

The rmass fraction of water can, of course, vary

considerably depending on the amourt and properties of soluble substance
and on the humidity of the air.

For Central Europe we can assume the

following figures:
Relative humidity

Approximate water content

60%

5%

70%

12%

80%
90%

70%

These are very rough average figures and correspond to approximately
25%

soluble material.

A value of about 25%

soluble material was de

-

duced from growth cu-ves of aerosol particles with humidity in Central
Europe.
B.

Special compounds
The figures 60% and 15% for

a)

and b)

are primarily based

on the analytical data from the Public Health Service network of filter
stations, which unfortunately included SO4 as the only soluble compound.
Ths relative proportion of a)

and b) does not seem to vary much with

the degree of pollution and it is perhaps permissible to extrapolate to
unpolluted atmospheres.

Goetz has recently demonstrated that the size

range below 0.5% radius in polluted and clean air contains considerable
amounts of material which slowly evaporates; these are most likely
organic compounds of low vapor pressure or which are decomposing
slowly by reaction.

It is possible that this organic material is partly

formed by photooxidation of small traces of organic vapors which are
produced in large quantities by certain plants and are constantly injected
into the at.-ospher-a.

6

One may ask why rain water analyses do not provide more and reliable
information on the chemical composition of aerosols.

The answer is that

the concentration of rain water is not representative of the aerosol
composition:
a)

because only certain aerosol sizes,

primarily with r > 0. ItI

moved by rainout in the clouds and with r > Ili

are re

-

by washout below the

clouds;
b)

because the soluble compounds like

SO0, Cl, NO,
NH + can also
4
3
be formed in the cloud and raindrops after condensation on aerosols
took place due to gas trace reactions.

The extent of this influence is

not yet certain.
c) because quantitative analysis for insoluble, i. e.,

also organic matter,

is rather difficult due to early separation and sedimentation in the rain
water samples and due to the sensitivity of analytical methods for dry
material.
Whereas the fraction of insoluble and organic matter and its chemical composition in natural aerosols is still a rather open question we have
more detailed information on the soluble compounds,

S04,

Cl-,
SO

4

NO3,

Na,

NO2,

especially on

Ca

NH 4 , K

is a ratler regular constituent of aerosols, due to photo-

oxidation of SO.
very likely that

which is always present in the troposphere.
Z

NH

1--

,

NO 3

and NO 2

It is also

and perhaps to some degree Cl

are formed from correspond~ng gas traces.

Most Na + and Cl

comes,

of course, from sea salt.
Analyses of aerosols in various geographical locations indicate a
general decrease in the concentration of
S4,
SO

NH +

,

Ca++

and a general in(.,rease in

Cl- ,

Na+

if one proceeds forom continental maritime places,
of these compounds.

7

indicating the origin

IV. Size distribution

One of the most important properties for the optical behavior of
aerosols is their size distribution and we will discuss this a little more in
detail.
A. Survey about the observations
It is important to recognize that the distribution of natural
1-7
aerosols comprises a large size range from about 4 x 10

cm radius to

about 10 cm, i. e., of more than four orders of magnitude. Up to the
present, very little information is available for the complete size range,
ut it is nevertheless important to consider the whole size spectrum as a
unit. Unfortunately, all methods used to measure aerosols can only be
applied to rather narrow size ranges, so that most investigations deal
with only limited parts of the complete spectrum.
In the early results the data below 0. l~i were obtained by measuring
the mobility spectrum of large ions which are identical to the charged
particles. Particles larger than 0.3k radius were collected by impactors
and the size spectrum was obtained with the microscope.

If the curves

for r < 0. 1 t are not smoothed, they show at least in Central Europe
often pronounced "line" structure.

Most recent data by Misaki in New
The main features

Mexico show, however, rather uniform distributions.

of these distributions are an apparent lower limit, a maximum in number
concentration mostly around 0.031 i and a long un-iform slope from 0.1 to
100I.

which seem to follow a power law
r-v *
*
dn
oc rwith v mostly between 2.5 and 4.0.

For the limited size ranges of r > 0.3i. more data are now available. These data were obtained in the U. S. by single particle light scatterby and large

ing methods;

they agree with a power law.

Another set of data was recently obtained by Goetz and Fenn with the
aorosol spectrometer. They found for various parts of the U.S. considerable structure for the range r > 0.1Il and often no power law.
One of the most striking features is a considerable drop in concentration for the lower end of the size distribution covered by the aerosol

I

I

II

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

II

I

i8

spectrometer, i. e. , around 0. 1•±

.

It is very difficult to see where in

such a distribution the considerable number of Aitken particles would fit.
To satisfy these conflicting observations one has to assume a fairly
regular minitnun around 0. Ili radius, a feature which is difficult to explain. Some of the more pronounced characteristics of the distributions
for r > 0. lI' could also be identified by Fenn in the scattering function,
although it must be pointed out that by and large the scattering function
and other optical properties are not very sensitive to details of the size
distribution,
it appears from these data that the overall distribution often follows
power laws with expoentsei v* between 2.5 and 4, but that particularly
in individ'ual cases, there are considerable deviations. This iS in fair
agreement with optical properties, as was shown by Bullrich, Volz, arid
anay recall here that the well
others primarily in Central Europe. We
known law of Angstr~m, according to which the total scattering of haze
which is equivalent to the extinction has a pronounced wavelength depend

-

ence with an exponent of about -1. It can be shown that this fact is a
direct result of a power distribution with an exponent v * of about 3.
The considerable structure in aerosol size distributions found by Fenn
and Goetz in the U. S. is of great interest and needs further investigation.
All these data refer to observations over continents. For pure
representative maritime air, we have unfortunately data only above III
radius; in a few cases down to a few tenths of a micron. If we assume
that the particles smaller than 0. lI radius represent aged aerosols from
continents the total size distribution of aerosols in maritime air masses
can be estimated.
Whereas the lower size limit seems to be fairly well established
between 10-7 and 10-6 cmn, the upper limit over land is still an open
question. There is rather good evidence that over the ocean the sea salt
particles show an upper limit around 20 radius, but new data from
Central Europe have not produced an upper limit. If methods are used
which enable the collection of large air samples so that even the concentration of the very few large pa;ticles can be established, the size distribution with the power law of v* • 3 continues beyond 20t up to radii
9

of more than 100i .

This extension of the upper end of the size spectrum

seems• to be a very regular phenomenon.

This result poses an interest-

ing problem to the turbulent exchange near the ground and the mode of
transport of these particles upward from the ground.
The last feature of the size distribution which we will mention is
the location of the maximum.

A considerable number of mobility

measurements of large ions indicate an average particle size around
3 X 10-6 cm radius.

For a size distribution like ours, the average size

is approximately identical with the size of the nraxiniurn concentration.
Because of the large variations of Aitken nuclei, the question arises as
to whether there is any relationship b etween the total concentration and
the average size.

The approximate average size and thu.; the size of

the maximum concentration can be obtained from two sets of data.
a)

From simultaneous counts of the small ions
number N- of aerosol particles.

n and the total

If the production rate of

small ions is known (it is rather constant) the ratio n/N depends
on the average size of the aerosol particles,

because the attach-

ment coefficient is a function of the particle size.

A large

number of data on n and N is available in the literature which
was evaluated.
b)

From the ratio
particles.

P

P of N to the concentration of

ar

d

is a function of particle size under ionization

cquilibriumn conditions.

Measurements of

P

thus give

information on the average particle size.
All these data show a decrease of N with increase of maxi-°
mum or average radius for a large variety of different geographical
locations.

This indicates a rather general relation and can be interpreted as

the growth of aerosol particles as the aerosol ages.

Aging of aerosol

as a result of agglomeration must result in a decrease of N and a growth
of the average particle size.
B.

Theoretical considerations
One of the most important processes to modify the size distri-

bution is the coagulation by Brownian motion.
10

In cloud free air this is a

very effective process by reducing the number of the smaller particles
and increasing the average size. Smolukowski derived an e':pression for
sols which was later also applied quite successfully to aerosols showing
good agreement with measurements. Recently it was pointed out by Lassen
and others that for particles small compared with the mean free path length
of the smaller coagulating particles, this theory is not correct. For most
of the size range of interest in atmospheric aerosols this error is not
very large and we applied therefore the simpler theory for our model
calculations.
In these calculations, several initial size distributions were chosen
to investigate the variation with time of these size distributions if subjected
to coagulation. The main result can be summarized as follows:
For concentrations encountered in the atmosphere

the modification

by coagulation is negligible for radii larger than 0. l-O.24 but is very considerable for decreasing sizes below this value. Any line structure in the
distribution for this latter size range is smoothed out by the coagulation
process as time proceeds and the number decreases very rapidly with
decreasing radius, so that a lower limit for particle concentration must
be expected in the atmosphere.
Similar calculations were made for the case when clouds are present in the atmosphere. In clouds a variety of processes. occurs which
result in a modification of the size distribution. The most important
process is the attachment of the small "unactivated" aerosol particles to
the cloud droplets, which after evaporation of the cloud, results in a
growth of the "activated" aerosol particles. This process becomes rather
effective because of the fact that on the average, condensation nuclei go
through many cycles of condensation and evaporation before being re moved by rain.
The main reqults of all these processes in cloud filled air on the
size distribution are similar to those for Brownian coagulation. These
results, therefore, must be considered generally valid for the whole
atmosphere.
These calculations force to the conclusion that the features of the
size distribution of atmospheric aerosols for radii larger than 0.24 are
11

not much influenced by processes within the atmosphere but nuist be due
to the processes that produce the aerosols,

This applies particularly to

the power law or the structures with "holes" found by Fenn.

But so far,

no expl.ý,nations for these features have been offered.
IV.

Larse scale atmospheric distributions
A. Aitken particles
The main features of the large scale vertical

distribution of

Aitken particies can be demonstrated by the average profile of the U. S,
balloon program together with earlier data from aircraft and maPnnd
balloons,
1.

We can distinguish three main layers:

Rapid decrease of concentration in the lowest 3-5 kilometers,

due

to rainout, washout, coagulation and influx aloft of certain maritime air over continents.
2.

More or less constant concentration of around 500/cm3 STP in the
upper half of the troposphere.

We think that these particles repre-

sent aged continental aerosols and form a wide -spread background
througihout the troposphere (background aerosol).

Over the oceans

we may, find this concentration throughout the whole troposphere,
since numerous surface measurements were lound to be in the
same , oncentration range.
3.

In the stratosphere there is a pronounced decrease of Aitken
partic•es with altitude.

Most likely this decrease represents a

stead-, state, for which ,he qgward flux is balanced against de
creas

-

in concentration due to coagulation and sedimentation.

Since the size distribution is not precisely known it is not possible
to obtain reliable estimates on these processes.
B.

Particles in the range 0.1 - 1.01± radius
Within the troposphere the vertical distribution of these

particles is essentially similar to that of the Aitken particles.

Un-

fortunately, we have practically no direct data above 5 km, but the
indirect information available indicates again a rather constant concentration.

As in the case of the Aitken particles, this shows that the

lz

processes of removal are slow compared to vertical mnixing.

In the

stratosphere we have a pronounced layer of higher concentration which
is now confirmed by various authors and by different methods.

The

maximum concentration is around 20 kni, but there seems to be c'on•-

i

siderable variation with time and latitude.

Although it is at the present

time somewhat difficult to compare the various methods because of the
lack of accuracy, the peak concentration may differ by a factor of
3 or more kilometers.

and the altitude by

5

But since fall 1963 the

stratosphere of the northern hemisphere is seriously contaminated by
the eruption of the Agung volcano and this increases the difficulty of
comparison.

By this eruption the northern hemisphere was not contami

nated until summer 1963,

but from September 1963 on, the volcanic

dust also entered the northern stratosphere increasing the concentration
by a factor of about

5.

It is now well established that the major constituent of these

particles is sulfur, which excludes extraterrestrial origin of most of
these particles. So far no definite explanation of the formation of this
layer has been advanced.

13
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Thursday morning session

-

H.K. Weickmann, Chairan_

!

Following Dr. Junge's review, Dr. Fenr was asked to present the
salient points of his experimental findings concerning the gaps in the aerosol distributions which were taken in different air masses and locations,
and which all indicated a separation into two groups:

one group peaks at

around 0.2 microns particle diameter, then there is a sharp minimum at
0.4 to 0.5ýi, and then there are either one o, more groupu towards the
largor end.

Each measurement requires 15 to 30 minutes -axnpling

time; the distributions are consequently averages in time and space.
Whether the distribution depends on sampling time is unknown.
The discussion then centered around the sampling technique;
level above surface, inside shelter or outside, tiime of day, etc.

Most

rieasurements- were made in daytime except for a few Which were made
at sunset in order to be able to follow up with light scattering methods
using a nephelometer in the darkness.
Dr. Volz asked for the reproducibility of two measurements
which were made shortly after each other.

A few measurements were

made one or two bours apart and the reproducibility was very good.
Dr. Hodkinson asked the very pertinent question whetht•r the
troughs have also been observed by different methods.

Dr. Fenn con-

firmed this from his parallel mreasurements of the scattering function.
Special minima in the scattering function can be shown as caused by the
troughs in the spectrum.
Dr, Goetz confirmed Dr

Fenn's findings through his own

hundreds of tests.
Errors entering through the analysis process were discussed.
Tile analysis involves differentiating of the raw curve and scatter of the.
points would cause minima and maxima of the final curve,

Dr. Fenn

points out that the original plots are very steady curves with little scattering of the cadividual points,

Dr.

Arking noticed the steep slope of the

14

I

..-----

,

-2
in the con-

distribution curves which is apparently steeper than RP
taminated atmosphere (New Jersey air).

Dr. Twomey then points out that he has found in his investigations
of aerosol spectra using diffusion batteries, indications of an active
coagulation but also the existence of permanevt holes which is a contra

-

Dr. Rooth states

diction since holes should disappear by coagulations.

that this may be caused by young aerosol coming from a muWtple source.
The author mentions

Dr. Fleece on aerosols in the stratosphere.

that the new laser techniques offer a way of finding whatever there is in
the atmosphere from essentially ground level up to

natty kilometers.

The

-20 kilometer dust layer can be studied at a frequency of one cycle; this
permits the study of this layters movements and changes.

Dr. Fiocco

mentions that in his published data of that layer the ratio of aerosol to
molecular scattering was 3: 1 .
..Dr. -Bigg then showed U-2 photographs from 20 kilometer height
which were taken over Australia before and after the eruption of Mt. Agung,
Bali, Indonesia,

8S

115'E which was on 17 March 1963 in 6'S.

Two

months after the eruption at latitude 60'S there was not yet a great deal
of intervening dust; the sky above is gray while the layer at 20 km shows
intensive stratification. These strata stay for distances of several hundred
kilometers to 26'S latitude where there is much dust.
land Australia.
Between

16*

This was over in-

Here the sky became black and stayed so until latitude 36t
and 20'S there was the most intense dust cloud. After a

week, photographs were obtained at 4O'S which showed extremely
"murky" conditions both above and below the aircraft.
Particle sizes of 10 mnicrons diameter were found initially; these
lasted up to 100 days, but the nmaximum size decreased fairly quickly,
and one year after eruption the median size of the particles was around
one micron to one half in diameter.
Dr. Volz discussed his twilight measurements in connection with
Mt. Agung eruption. He showed a graph of the red-green ratios of the
twilight measured in Germany. The first high red-green ratios in
Germany occurred in July 1963;

in his recollection it took almost two

15

months for the dust to show up in the northern hemisphere.

Optimumt

effects occurred around the end of the year and presently (October 1964)
a new increase seems to occur.

The stratospheric turbidity over the

southern hemisphere is rauch higher than over the northern, and air mass
exchange over the equator can still bring new dust over the northern heraisphere.

The stratospheric turbidity in the southetn hemisphere last

summer and winter was comparable to the turbidity in the mornings in
downtown New York

Professor McDonald noticed on Dr. Volz's graph of

the red-green ratios a recent increase which he had also observed in
Arizona due to the twilight coloration.

He was considering whether this

could have come from the Iceland eruption of November 1963.

Dr. Volzt's

information on the discoloration of the twilight due to the Iceland eruption
was that it did not extend into the purple range but he calls attention to
84GW), this

other eruptions such as that of Mt. Irazu, Costa Rica (10ON.

latter consisting essentially of granular dust which falls nearby.
bince

But

the southern hemisphere is still filled up with a large amount of dust,

hemispheric air mass exchange may inject periodically dust into the
northern hemisphere.

Dr. Friend discusses the mechanism through which
Normally it

aerosol particles are carried to altitudes of 20 kilometers.

takes about a megaton nuclear blast to get particles to that altitude.

trom

observations of the eruptions of Kilauea, Hawaii on 14 November 195).
29 November 1959, and 13 January 1960, the main energy in this case,
contrary to Krakatoa, does not appear to come from the eruption, but
from the heat (about 2000 degrees in the case of Kilauea); and the trans
port mechanisnm into the stratosphere wvould be convection.

-

This inay"no

c:ount for a composition of the material different from that of the Krakatoa
eruption.

Dr. Friend asstxmes that the main injection into the stratosphere

consisted of carbon dioxide and other gases which subsequently formed aerosol
and Aitken nuclei. Bigg, however, states that the particles which he found at
lititude 30*S contained large numbers of insoluble angular particles which
were certainly not gaseous in origin.

(He is referring to Mt.

Agung

eruption.
Dr. Martell on Stratospheric Aerosol
Dr. Ma-rtell discussed some of the possible mechanisms for the
formation of the stratospheric large particle sulfate layer.
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He pointed

out that the very finely divided radioactive aerosol from higher levels be
came associated with natural aerosol in the lower stratosphere on a

-

number basis. This steady state size distribution for the radioactive
aerosols indicates inappreciable formation of sulfate by photochemical
oxidation of H 2 S or SO 2 within the stratosphere and leads to the conclusion that the stratospheric sulfate aerosol has mixed up from the
troposphere.
If this conclusion is correct he agreed that some other explanation
must be found to account for the vertical distribution of the large particle
sulfate aerosol observed by 3unge. He then discussed the vertical flux
of large particles on the basis of their observed vertical distribution and
their estimated atmospheric residence time versus altitude (measired
in days at surface levels, weeks near the tropopause, and about one year
On this basis he indicated that the vertical flux of large
particles decreases with altitude and that4 the steady state concentration
of the total large particle
at 20 km required only an estimated 10
aerosol generated in continental surface air. He suggested the upward
transport of tropospheric aerosols in convective systems and storms, or
at 20 kin).

selective upward transport in other latitudes as possible mechanisms.
Whatever the ac4 ual details of the mechanism he tentatively concluded
that tropospheric sulfate aerosol must account for the stratospheric layer.
In an additional discussion Dr. Martell estimated the amount of
debris injected into the stratosphere by high yield nuclear explosions on
the surface of the ocean and on coral islands as - 1.7 x 104 tons of sea
salt and -1 05 tons of coral, respectively, per megaton of total explosion
energy released. The estimate for coral is based on the maximum
specific activity of airborne debris following surface coral shots. Sea
salt injection was estimated assuming equal energy amounts for vaporization of sea water and contained salts as for coral per megaton of
nuclear energy release. He further proposed that the sodium and
calcium from sea salt and coral were, in part, carried by the rising
thermonuclear fireball and cloud to heights of 30 km and more. Some
of the molecular sodium and calcium of such origin should be expected
to mix to upper mesosphere levels and may contribute significantly as a
source of the sodium and calcium emissions in twilight. Anomalously
17

high J."els of lithiumw have boon observed in twilight eirissions about
AtinIo spheric
two wooks afte r high altitude the vmonuclea r expl osionsl.
tstorago titnoa of the order of 10 years in the kippor stratosphere and
lower triesosihort HtIggeutt the accimv lat iort and persistence of trace
Colutlituelits iRiloctod linto these levels.
After this, the discussion centeremd around the validity of the staedy
state concept as a basis for a theory of the natural stratospheric
aoroolol layor8. Inforination on the fine structure of the stratospher-ic
dtiat layers appeared to be particularly suited to investigatte thie

Dr. Friend showed pro -Bali size analyses of StratcoSphere aerouol
with peaks near 01201L to 0.23tL radius anid 50 poi-cent mean r-adius of
O. 3pL.

In the, iindividual analyses both nsi205 and riko-bers ShOw-ed con-

siderable variability -in tile num-bers,
tude.

varying over two orders of mnagni-

He alhowed twelve samples taken in the northern heimaphere near

30 to 32*N betw-een 13 February 1962 and 13 Nugtust 1963.

At 60,000
low-

feet (20 kilometers) the highest numbers were 0.26 per cc and the
est 0.03 to 0.04.

L). lower altitudes the concentrations were 0.02 per cc.

There appeared to exist a post -Bali iracrease of the Concentration, but
D~r. Friend attributes this to natUral variations6 as the counts decreased

again in August. Dr, Digg assumes strong 6tratification of the dust so
that it can be rnissed fiorn one flight to the next. While this possibility
exists, no twilight auomralios were observed in Arivona before Decernber
19631

but Dr. Vol z recoilecis that in Ge rm~any iiornfl twiliglit conditions

coas.od it) Skly 1 963.

Dr. Friend theou sbo~vvd inforin-atio-I On thle Conmpo

'Jition of the, aeros;ol.

using electron dliffraction ilethods.

work. the composition was found to be ami-ot)uum sulfate,
twelvo saniphls,

In previouis
but of tho

OighL were arninondiun sulfate anid four aumn-onium

pci-sulfate at the peak.
at all.

-

This is not a normal material in +he tropospher-o

One samrple showed. clearly a mixture of 'both inaterials.

It was

assutyed that thje 1)article.5 are liquid when collected and m-ay consist at
least partially of sulfuric iacid. On the size ditstribution, Dr. Frientd
felt very strongly that it is pea~ked mij

not COntInUVing.

One should be

careflul in drawing conclusions on anl assurned distribution function of

stratospheric particles and with the assumption that the distribution is
due to a steady state process.
Mr. Elterman discussed the fine structure of the stratospheric dust
layer on the basis of his searchlight method.

Considerable discussion

arose here on the justification of his assumption that the results can be
normalized at 35 kilometers to Rayleigh scattering.
discussion justified the normalization,
surface

since,

The outcome of the

according to Fenn, at the

109 to 1010 Aitken particles per cc are necessary to match the

intensity of molecular scattering while at 35 km about

]07 nuclei would

be required, a number which is certainly never present. According to
-3
Junge, t1e concentration is 1 cm . The speaker then showed variations
of particle content, based on the analysis from the light-scattering
measurements.
Dr. Soberman then discussed data obtained through rocket sampling
in the region of noctilucent clouds.

Several shots were fired Ohrough

clouds and on days without clouds.

A typical impact pattern appeared in

a ring-like structure, which
micron.

was

typical of particles larger than 0.2

In laboratory experiments for the simulation of the impact

patterns, the ring-like structures could be obtained only when particles
were coated with ice:
likewise.

water coating would not deform

the substrate

Chemical analysis of the particles indicated existence of

fairly high ratios of nickel to iron, and traces of silica with iron, or
nickel iron i.

combination with silica.
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Thursday evenin,

session

-

J. E.

McDonald,

Speakers: Newkirk, Bigg, Friedlander, Fiocco,

Chairman

Goetz, Kerker, Farone.

Closing discussion on gaps in aerosol size -distributions.
1. Newkirk
Newkirk summarized his balloon-borne coronagraph scattering
measurements made at altitudes up to 25 km. Sky radiance due to total
scattering at angles ranging from 2 to 58 degrees from the sun were
directly measured, and the aerosol contributions were then inferred by
subtracting the theoretically computed Rayleigh radiances.

Newkirk

regards the methods as having limited accuracy outside the particleradius range of 0.2 to Z2. Evidence was found for a local scattering
maximum near 20 kin, presumably due to the sulfate layer. Large dayto-day variations in scattering intensities were observed, principally
in the 10-15 km region.
Using these estimates, and assuming an eddy diffusivity of the order
of 5 x 103 cm 2 /sec, Newkirk attempted to deduce the contribution of
meteoric particles. An annual -neteori- influx of between 105 and
106 tons/yr (about equal to the total burden from all atomic tests) was
indicated. However, only about one pa, cle in 100 near the 20 km
level is of meteoric origin in Newkirk's estimate, the rest being of
stratospheric or terrestrial origin.
In the discussion, Newkirk explained that he assumed a refractive
index
of 1.55 for the meteoric particles, but felt that the uncertainties
therein were small enough so that one could ignore them as compared
with other errors. In reply to a question concerning how much error
was introduced by subtracting the Rayleigh portion from the observed
total to find the aerosol contribution, Newkirk pointed out that even
at 30 km the total is two or three times the Rayleigh component, so the
errors of differencing are probably not severe at the lower altitudes
with which he was concerned.

z0

A series of photos taken from. U-a aircraft at about 20 kin altitude over northern Australia was presented, with brief commentary, by
Bigg.

The series constituted a before-and-after view with respect to the

Agung volcanic explosion of March 1963.

The dark mass of evidently

opaque material shown in the slides aroused discussion of the optics
involved, but no agreement was reached.

Bigg pointed out that, after

the Agung eruption, particle contents irn the upper troposphere became so
large that windscreen erosion on trans -equatorial jet aircraft posed a
serious operational problem.
3.

Friedlander
A new technique for sampling aerosol particles of diameter below

0.1 -micron was outlined in Friedlander's talk.

When a disc,

half-dollar size, is rotated about an axis normal to its face,
action induces an airflow in which the velocity component

say of
centrifugal

nor

-

mal to the face of the disc is independent of radial distance from the axis.
The principle had previously been developed by Russian physical chemists
for studies of solution chemistry, and now appears to have promise for
certain aerosol sampling problems.
in the radius range

dr

near

r

The flux

dJ contributed by particles

has been found theoretically to be given by

23-1/6 il2
/ n(r.dr
dJ = 0,62 D /3 v 1

where D is the particle diffusion coefficient for size r,
matic viscosity of air,

v is the kine

-

w is the constant angular velocity of the disc,

and r(r) is the distribution function.
An electron microscope grid is attached to the sampling face of
the disc,

and the disc rotated at a sufficiently low w to preclude boundary-

layer turbulence.

In consequence of this limitation, quite long sampling

times may be required (e. g. , 10 hours at 2000 rpm in one run described).
After collection, the deposit is

shadowcast and the size distribution

measured with the aid of an electron microscope, permitting detection
The upper limit is set by
of particles down to about 70 Angstrbms.
slowness of diffusion of particles larger than about 0. Il

radius.

Re

sults of several runs in laboratory air in Baltimore were shown; but
21
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principal emphasis was placed on the technique, itself,

aos a p'i'omising

substitute for diffusion batteries and thermal precipitaŽors in the difficult size range below 0. bi..

Some participants were confused as to

whether this technique permitted determination of absolute concentrations
rather than merely relative concentrations in given size-classes, and
Friedlander emphasized that it yields absolute -concentration spectra.
4.

Fiocco

Some of the advantages and some of the difficulties of laser
techniques of sounding the upper-atmosphere aerosol were outlined by
Fiocco. One virtue of the method is that it works well at night, when
many other optical techniques fail. Evidence for the sulfate layer appeared on the laser-sounding profiles, and Fioeco stressed the appreciable variability of ratios of concentrations at 19 and 25 kin.

Problems

of shuttering, and of avoiding spurious readings from multiple scattering
were discussed. Coulson proposed a simple scheme for experimentally
estimating the contribution of multiple scattering by orienting the re

-

ceiver just off the beam axis.
5. Goetz
Principal emphasis was put on one main point by Goetz: He finds
that one of the most frequently encountered properties of natural aeerosol
particles is their thermal metastability, indicative of the presence of
organic constituents. Using the Goetz aerosol spectrometer, one may
collect natural aerosols arrayed on the collecting substrate according to
their size at instant of collection ("kinetic size"). If the substrate is
then held at 50-100C for 10-20 hours, individual particles are found
to lose mass, even when the ambient humidity is held at saturation.
Since the temperatures employed are too low to produce evaporation of
even such rwiatively volatile inorganic aerosol components as ammonium sulfate, the mass loss is taken by Goetz to indicate presenct,- .- 7
moderately volatile organic components.
components are produced by plants,

Goetz suggests that these

and deposit on other aerosol particles

to form mixed nuclei. The Los Angeles smog particles exhibit similar
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metastability, and there the organic component may be of industrial or
vehicular origin; but Goetz reports finding the same type of thermal
metastability in samples taken in the northern San Joaquin valley far
from urban areas,

in Arizona,

and even in the air layers contacting the

ocean surface in complete calm about 50 miles offshore.

His chief sug-

gestion was that much more attention be given to the origin and the
influence of organic constituents of the natural aerosol.

6. Kerker
A technique for preparing monodisperse aerosols of spherical
particles of sodium chloride and silver chloride was sketched by Kerker
(the optical studies thereon being reported in another session of the
Conference).

His method consists in vaporizing the desired salt, say

NaCl, and quenching it in a flow of helium to induce deposition on nuclei.
By carrying the aerosol through two further stages of deposition and varying the furnace temperatures and helium-quenching temperatures,

uni-

form sizes can be grown, ranging from perhaps 50 Angstroms up to
about 1 L.
spherical,
However,

Electron micrographs reveal the particles to be perfectly
and X-ray techniques indicate no crystalline microstructure.
in the case of the NaCl spheres,

transition to cubic particles

will occur if the initially round particles are merely exposed for a few
minutes to laboratory air of average humidity.

Evidently, water vapor

condenses on the particles to sufficient extent to cause migration in a
solution-film on the particles,

and rearrangement to cubic forms quickly

euisues.
A second technique, in which NaCI or AgCI spherical cores are
coated with an organic annular shell (linolenic acid) was described by
These two layer aerosols permit tests of the Mie theory of

Kerker.

scattering by non-homnogeneous spherical particles.
7.

Farone
Current work on airborne dusts at the White Sands Missile Range

was briefly mentioned by Farone.

Dust particles of one to forty micron

diameter lie somewhat outside the usual range of "aerosol particles", but
pose many problems in the arid Southwest.
23

Farone invited persons

interested in the dust problem to contact his group.
8. C1losin

discussion on gaps in the aerosol spectrum

During the rhursday session, several speakers brought out the
interesting point that they were finding gaps in their observed aerosol
size distributions.

Since most published distributions are smooth, and

since existence of gaps could pose important questions of light scattering,
of condensational history during activation of the particles as condensation nuclei, and of origin of the particles,

it was decided to close

Thursday evening session with a general discus 'ion of what Schotland
whimsically proposed calling the "aerosol gap".
It was especially the observations of Fenn that indicated breaks
in the aerosol size distribution, so it may be helpful to the reader to note
that examples of his distributions may be found in his paper in Beitr. z.
Phys. d. Atm. , 37, 69 (1964).

Distributions measured in localities as

widely separated as the Smoky Mountains of Tennessee,

the Gila desert

of Arizona, and the New Jersey coast exhibited gaps of about 0.2 to 0.3 ýi
radius.

Two New Jersey distributions also showed a secondary gap from

about 0.4 to 0.5ýt radius.

Several of his rural-area distributions showed

a marked drop-off below about 0. Ili radius (i. e. , a failure to rise towards high counts typical of the Aitken population).

Twomey had also

described evidence of gaps in distributions measured by diffusional
methods, gaps at sizes below 0.l1iL .

At such smaller sizes there is

precedent for gaps, since the mobility-technique of sizing ions has often
in the past suggested a "line spectrum" of those smaller particles.

The

principal topic of discussion thus centered on the more surprising gaps
above 0. li

radius which Fenn had found with a Goetz aerosol spectro-

meter.
As the discussion proceeded,

two principal hypotheses for ex-

plaining the gaps were proposed and discussed, mostly inconclusively.
First, some felt that the gaps must characterize "young" aerosols,
for ,,,.d recently enough (close enough upwind of the collection site) that
coagulation processes had not yet had time to fill in the gaps.
others suggested that the gaps were

Second,

an artifact introduced by aging,
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through the thermnal metastability processcs stressed by Goetz.
Several arguments were raised against the "yoc-ig aerosol"
hypothesis.

The gaps were found at sizes so large that ordinaryPrown-

iln coagulation is not very effective in its smoothing actions.

Coagulation

is chiefly a matter of collection of the very small particles by the larger;
and though this can markedly alter the shape of the distribution at very
small sizes (in the Aitken range), it is difficult to see how it could fill
A further question about the

in Fenn's gaps in less than many weeks.

"young aerosol" hypothesis was raised by Volz when he asked whether
any known aerosol -productin processes (outside the laboratory) were
capable of producing sharp peaks such as some of F'eun's distributions
showed.

(The New Jersey spectra showed peaks of about 0. ! i.Lwidth, in

terms of radius, for example. ) No one proposed industrial chimney
processes as a plausible source of such narrow peaks, nor was any
--

-natdral -form-at-on--process suggested as an answer to Volz's question.
Thus the hypothesis that spectral gaps reflect youthfulness and that
adequate aging would lead to smooth distributions of the sort we have
mostly seen in the past literature was not acceptable to many discussants.
The second hypothesis,

namely the suggestion that the gaps were

somehow formed artificially after collections of an actually smoothly
distributed aerosol,

was not thoroughly examined on the floor.

In

retrospect, it seems that someone should have pointed out that one of the
virtues of the Goetz aerosel spectrometer is that it deposits the particles
at locations that correspond to the particle size ("kinetic radius") at
instant of collections.

Hence,

if it had been true that certain cuts of tie

distribution were populated mainly by particles rich in volatile organics,
later evaporation of the organic components would not have confounded
the reconstruction of the original size distribution.

Since that important

point was not considered on the floor, it cannot be settled in this
summary.
In the session chairman's opinion,
the interesting question of the "gaps".

we did not succeed in settling

We must hope that these questions

will be pursued, both observationally and theoretically, in the literature
in the future.

Are the nicely smoothed size -distributions which are to
25

be found in our texts and references correct, or are they oversimplified
average representations of wiggly individual spectra? If the wiggles are
real, hew can they originate? Do some spectra have gaps while others
are smooth? If the gaps are real, what optical effects do they produce?
These questions remained to be answered when the Thursday evening
session closed at 2200.
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SECOND DAY
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF AEROSOLS
Survey of Optical Scattering Theory
H. C. van de Hulst
Leiden Observatory
The Netherlands
1. The subject conveniently divides into: I. Single particles and single
volume elements, and It. Slabs and atmospheres. In either subject we
deal with computations from a model. The reverse method to obtain
particle properties directly from observations on scattering are hardly
ever satisfactory.
Part I. _ Single particles and single volume elements
Z.

Molecv.es (Rayleigh scattering) and homogeneous drops (Mie theory)

are reviewed.

Sample curves show the extinction efficiency against

x * Zia/X and scattered intensity in 2 polarizations versus cos 0. New
work by Irvine is available on g = average value of cos 0 weighted with
scattering diagram.
Particles of different shape may be important in some applications.
The best general method is microwave analogue measurements (Green3.

berg).

Advanced computational methods have been applied with full suc

-

cess to concentric spheres and with some success to ellipsoids.
In a volume element with particles of different sizes many details in
the scattering pattern are washed out. We can then with some justification represent the scattering diagram by a formula with a few para4.

The most important parameter, besides the albedo a, is the
asymmetry factor g defined in 2. We recommrnend the use of the

meters.

l-enyey-Greenstein function
0 (a) =

31Z
(I

- Zg cosa + qZ)

.ieter can be permitted. Good fits to some of Deir mendjian's functions with more parameters can, e. g. , be made in the
if only one pai

Z7

A

fornin

A 6imple representation is imnperative in most multiple scattering com-

putations.
Multiple scattering;

Part II.
5.

radiative transfer

Multiple scattering (at one wavelength) or radiative transfer (energy

transported by radiation in all wavelengths) is an old subject.
known but buried in matheinatics.

Much is

The author is writing a book with

many tables and graphs and with einphasis on physical interpretation.
6.

The

The "standard problem" refers to a plane homogeneous slab.

-

independent variables are
x
uL

cosine of angle of incidence
cosine of angle of emergence
optical depth of an arbitrary point

T

b

e total optical depth

a

a albedo

g

= asyminetry factor of scattering diagram÷

The most important quantities that can be computed for such a
7.
standard slab are
reflection function

R(a, b,

iio

P

transmission function

T(a. b,

It

1)

point-direction gain

G(a, b, T

:

,t)

are nxormalized by putiting R = I for completely diffuse

The R and T

by putting it = I

reflection (Lambert's law).

G is normalized

absence of the atrnosp)here.

The famnous X and Y

values of G

for

T

0 (top) and

Tr

- b (bottom).

-

in the

functions are the

many values of a and b.
are integrals over

for

Also their moments and bi -moments, which

Ii and/or

ýo

are available.

Some methods for coniputing these results are discussed and com-

pared, namely

I
i

All these functions are

now numerically available, at least for isotropic single scattering.

8.

A

a.

$UucesCdve orders (Neumann series)

b.

Added thin layer (Ambartsum•n-ian's method; invariant
embedding)

c.
d,

Non-linoar integral equations (based on invariance; for
homogeneous layers only)
Added thick layers (doubling method)

Fast computers have revived the importance of a and have made d
a very attractive method because it can be applied with equal ease to
aniaotropic scattering. Adding the influence of ground reflection is a
simple special case of ( .
9, The illustrations shown for possible use in the interpretation of
obs)rvational data on terrestrial cloud layers, or on planetary atmospheres, include the following:
a.

Approach of J3n(T) to eigenfunction for n-

oo in method

of successive orders.
b.

Point-direction gain in semi-infinite layer; interpretation
as escapoý pxobability.

c.

Behaviour of thick layer; it is often possible to interpolate
with certaintiy between b = I and b =-.

d.

Ratio of toltal reflection to first-order reflection under
various as stimptions.

e.

absorption
aeflocflnn
Division of incident energy anrong
and transnmission, varying with a, b, and 110

f.

Reflection diagrams.

g.

Successive orders in multiple Rayleigh scattering showing
how most but not all of the polarization is produced in the
first order.

10.

Much interest is now devoted to the dependence of g and to the

behaviour of thick layers.
effective

The factor 1 -g

must simply be added to the

thickness of a thick layer for radiation diffusing through it.

fact that terrestrial stratus clouds diffusely transmit much light, yet
make the solar disk invisible, points at once to a value of g fairly
close to I (Piotrowski).
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The

Friday niorning session - R. Penndorf, Chairman
Sinle- PartiCle and Small Volume Scattering for Aerosols (Theory)

(1) The scattering functions for Ligl
refraction

particles with real index of

n are known for many values of n, and a very large range of

size parameters

a (a = grr/lk.

Total scattering coefficient,

angular

scattering coefficients and degree of polarization are known.
electronic compl)uter toclnique

Due to the

such corn putations pose no problems and

scattering coefficients can be generated for any desired value of n and
size range.

For aerosol studies, where integrations over a particle size

range and wavclength range are needed, the minor fluctuationo, the socalled ripples,

are unimportant.

often completely sufficient.

Smoothed values without ripples are

Hence,

this problem is well understood; no

further basic research and discussion are needed.
(Z) The scattering, absorption, and polarization coefficients for
single particles with complex index of refraction
known for many values of n
been generated than for real

and a .
ii.

However,

n = n - i K are also
less extensive data have

The results are well understood,

absorption reduces the fluctuations, the ripples vanish first, and the
major fluctuations become weaker the larger the absorption, i. e. ,

T•u,

e xists a steeCtp in.•crase of the scattering coefficier

range for a < I

K.

in the Rayleigh

and a very simple functional behaviour for a > 1.

This

applies to the. total as well as to the angular scattering coefficients.
Again the problem is understood, data exist to derive the general behaviour and machine computations pose no difficulties.

Hence,

no dis-

cussion is required.
(3) The scattering functions for single l)articles of non-spherical
shape pose some problems.
forms such as cylinders,

From a niathematical point of view

oblate spheres, cones,

and the scattering functions have been computed.
cult to express analytically create problems.
mental studies are helpful.

simple

and so on, can be used
Forms that are diffi-

In such cases,

experi-

One investigates scaled models at microwave
30

wavelengths.

The models can be made from materials which have re-

fractive indices similar to those for aerosols in the visible and infrared.
The models can be given any desired form and measurements can be
carried out for any desired angle between incoming and scattered radiation.

Such studies have been described by Greenberg (without slides).
A large body of experimental dat; exists for various materials

(conducting surfaces, but also dielectrics,

plastic material sheets over

conducting surfaces, plastic materials with embedded conducting s:pheres).
The re. ,Its of such studies are hardly found in scientific journals; they
are published in contract reports and some are even classified.
As long as the deviation from a sphere is small, the influence of
non-sphericity on scattering coefficients is small, and the solutions for
spherical particles seems a reasonable approximation.
The conclusion is reached that the scattering data for simple
shapes are available, and more can be computed theoretically, but for
odd shapes only experimental investigations will give useful information.
Such experimental data exist for other purposes aid should be transposed
for the aerosol problem.

The refractive index,

size range,

and form

have to be specified so that additional microwave measurements for
scaled models can be carried out,
(4) The most important point, and this wa., discussed in detail,
the scattering from a small volume containing an aerosol o-" uniform re
fractive index n or n.

The particles inside the volume are not of unS -

form size, but pc-.sess

a size distribution.

described by reasonably simple functions.

is
-

The size distribution can be
As such,

one may assume an

exponential law (as in Junge's distribution function) or a Gaustian distribution function or any other which has been proven to exies.
Kerker described his applications to colloidal systems conmistiiig
of various aerosols and hydrosols.

Theoret'.cal computations have been

carried out for refractive indices (n = 1.43,
aM = L.9 (0.1)
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and width parameter

1.51,

T0 x

-0

and 2.07), a size range
(0.05)

0.15.5

twhere aM and Lo are the parameters in a logarithmic disiribution.
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T otal,

angular scattering coefficients and degrees of polarization for such size
distributions have been computed and the data are stored on magnetic
tape.
Experimental ddta are obtained and compared with the theoretical
computations.

He found that the experimental angular scattering data for

the two polarized components in the range

S = 30'

to 130'

can be fitted

to the theoretical data; he obtained the modal size, and the width parameter of the distribution function.
posed a problem.
cal data

The uniqueness of the solution has not

The experimental data always fitted one set of theoreti-

iil i the least deviations.
The sample6 have been chocked by the electron microscope tech-

nique and the sizes obtained by the optical scattering method and by the
electron microscope agree within the expected accuracy.
method seems very reliable.

The optical

Coated particles will also be investigated.

However, the problem of uniqueness of the solution will create difficulties.
The number of parameters increases when there is a coating.

It seems

at present that coated particles cannot be in-,estigated optically to determine exact size distribution and thickness of coating in a unique way.

measurement

of long cylinders has been carried out by Kerker.

experiments and theory can be compared.
of these "needles",

The

Here

The results give the diameter

and good agreement has been found.

Hodkinson presented data for measurements in a size range of
a = 1.4 to Z. 2.

Instrun,-enc-ation has been developed to measure the trans-

mission and determine size ranges.
Hodkinson investigated ihe problem of what type of instrument
should be used to investigate aerosols.

This question arises from the

fact that instrumnents are often designed for convenience of handling without
due regard for maximizing the effects to be studied.

He therefore inte-

grated the scattering functions (Mie) over a range of wavelengths and
scattering angles.
added.

A weighting function for each type of instrument was

Some of his conclusions are:
(a)

In forward scattering instruments the effects of refractive
index (n) and absorption
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(K)

are small.

(b)

At a scattering angle of 40,

the effects of n are small

but large for K.

(c)

At 90°, the effects of n are large, but the difference between transparent and absorbing particles can be small
for selected values of n and K (i. e.,

(d)

quart-z and carbon).

White light, divergent and convergent beams smooth the
scattering functions considerably.

Volz presented data on scattering and polarization of cigarette
smoke.

Glass filters have been used with effective wavelengths between

0.38 and 0.771 t to obtain some spectral resolution.

The laboratory data

have been compared with theoretical data for Mie scattering and mean
effective radii have been obtained.
radius (r = 0.12) than scattering

Polarization data gave a smaller
(r = 0.214).

La Mer pointed out that coagulation studies of cigarette smoke
exist and that coagulation may have to be considered in such investigations.
Howell presented computations of the total Mie scattering coefficient and of the intensity function for backscatter for a large range of size
parameters.
of using
haze.

The computations form the basis of a study on the feasibility

backscattered light to determinb the visibility through fog and

The computations refer to a single wavelength (X = 0. 7p.) for the laser,

and integration (X = 0.4 to 0.7 1 L) for white light, and various size distribution models for haze and fog conditions.

The single wavelength data

contain large Variation with size and do not lead to a simple relationship
between visibility and backscattered signal,

whereas the white light,

due to the smoothing in the integration process, leads to a clearer, although still uncertain relationship.

The agreement of the computations

for white light with actual measurements by other investigators was
displayed.
Fenn discussed a simi]ar problem.

He assumed models for size

distribution and compared the theoretical computation and nmeasurements
with the observed visual range.

He assumed the total number of aerosols

to be constant but he varied the size distribution.
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The discussion of these two papers pointed to several difficulties.
Backscattering is an inefficient way to use the optical properties of aerosols, because most of the energy is scattered in the forward direction.
Furthermore, the angular scattering coefficient for backscattering
(0 = 380* ± 10') undergoes large fluctuation with a and a single integration
over the size distribution introduces not enough smoothing to make the
scattering function a simple analytical function, whereas the, second integration over the wavelength (white light) introduces the smoo•hing necessary
to obtain a stronger relationship between visibility and backscattered fluxes.
The conclusions for this topic are that several valuable computations
for selected models of the size distribution exist.
(turbid air), haze, fog, and clouds
author to author.

Models for aerosols

are used and the models vary from

Such numerical computations are extremely valuable

and a more systematic approach may be desirable.

This means a few

particular refractive indices should be selected and a number of models
computed and (this is an important point) evaluated to see what changes in
the assumption lead to significant differences in the results. If a group of
assumptions leads to practically identical results (for practical, experimental applications) then the most simple assumption will be sufficient.
I am certain that small changes in the distribution function, especially at
both ends (large and small

r) will contribute very little and are there

-

fore not impor-tant.
Experiments should use the forward scattering, because the aerosols scatter most of the incoming radiation in the forward direction, but
only a small amount into the backward direction. Due to the large fluctuation of the coefficients for backscattering and the lack of uniqueness,
integrated values have to be used in order to obtain significant values.
The choice of wavelength determines the range of radii which can
be investigated. Using the range 0.4 to 0.8t, nothing substantial can be
said about particles with r < 0. l and r > Zp.. This had advantages because in theory, one can select the wavelength range in relation to the
range size. However, the UV is useless (or at least limited) by ozone
absorption and the infrared is limited by absorption bands of COZ, 03
and H-0.
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(5) The polarization effects are very important because they give
information about large particles. This was discussed by van de Hulst,
but not mentioned by MOller.

Some of the speakers mentioned it,

least implicitly by referring to the two components

iI

and i 2 ;

at
the

radiation in the plane of polarization and perpendicular to it. Basically the
four Stokes parameter can give important additional information about
the scattering properties of aerosols. In experimental programs
polarization should always be included.
(6)

Multiple scattering within small volumes has not been dis

cussed and can be avoided in experimental investigation by proper dilution of the aerosol sample.

Hence, it is not a serious problem but

very important for investigations in a real atmosphere.
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Friday evening session

-

D. Deirmendjian, Chairman

Optical Properties of Aerosols: Measurements
The chairman introduced the session by posing the question: How
can one determine the size, concentration, and nature of atmospheric
aerosols from remote optical measurements?

After illustrating the diffi-

culties by means of simple examples, he tried to lead an organized dis

-

cussion by inviting comments from those in the audience who had actually
obtained measurements by various techniques.

It quickly became apparent

that only a limited number of parameters could be determined without
elaborate optical measurements in situ (angular distribution of intensity
and polarization of scattered radiation from a small sample).
Some of the salient comments are reported below as interpreted
by this writer:
G. Newkirk reported on the success and difficulties of balloonborne solar aureole measurements, by a method developed by himself
and co-workers.

In particular, he demo.-.trated that under certain

assumptions, the broad nature of the particle distribution function could
be deduced, especially the large particle end of it.

Full details have been

published in an e-xcellent paper by Newkirk and Eddy (J. A. S. , 21, 35, 1964).
There is no doubt that this method is among the best for deducing the total
number of particles above the instrument because of the well knownforward
scattering property of aerosols. Also, it is possible to detect layering
when the system is used as a sounding. There is good evidence that thin
stratospheric layers of aerosols can and do exist and the aureole
measurements are corroborated by other independent techniques.
E, K. Bigg very judiciously disclaimed any possibility of deducing
the aerosol particle size distribution from the type of twilight measurements conducted by himself and colleagues. The analysis of this kind of
data clearly is fraught with difficulties because of the complex mechanisms
involved. Undoubtedly twilight photometry does indicate the presence of
stratospheric aerosols, particularly volcanic dusts. Bigg also mentioned
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evidence of thin layers of the order of 10 to 100 in thick, from twilight
measurements, and later showed some remarkable photographs of the
Agung volcano dust layer over Australia,

taken from an aircraft.

L. Elternian commented on the searchlight method which has been
used by himself and others for several years.

He claimed that at least

the total attenuation coefficient can be thus obtained (always under certain
assumptions about the shape of the phase function, as emphasized by
R. W. Fenn). Experimentally the simplicity of the searchlight method
recommends itself, but again there are inherent theoretical difficulties
in the interpretation of the data.
G. Fiocco, who with his collaborators,

(cf. Nature, 199, 1963) was

the first to announce the detection of very high layers of atmospheric dust
by the pulsed laser beam technique, discussed its potentialities.

The

chairman, in his introductory remarks, had drawn some attention to this
method by writing down a sort of laser radar equation and discussing its
implications(cf J. Geophys. Res. , 70, 743, 1965), mainly because of
the novelty of the technique and the cuirrent tendency in science to consider research which uses the newest technical discovery as the panacea
for all old problems.

Although Fiocco mentioned the possibility of de

-

signing bistatic systems in order to get scattering at other angles than
the backward direction, he emphasized the superiority of monostatic
systems mainly because of their simplicity and mobility on a single
platform, which could eventually be airborne. At present, it appears
that the laser beam technique is best suited for the detection and ranging
of scattering layers,

particularly very tenuous ones in the mesosphere

and near space, which are otherwise unobservable by ground-based
techniques.

However, future possibilities to make full use of the remark-

ablo properties of laser light of various frequencies should be carefully
examined, including the effects of lower atmospheric scattering on the
pulses en route to and from the target, as suggested by Z. Sekera.
R. Watson mentioned the high powered laser radar system being
developed at NCAR and its potentialities in detecting layering in aerosols.
He also made the interesting suggestion that perhaps the invariance of the
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normalized scattering function at scattering angles 40° to 45* (predicted
theoretically by Deirmendjian,

might be used in deducing the con-

1 9 6W)
4

centration by means of future bistatic systems. In the discussion, G.
Fiocco concurred that thin layers should be definitely detectable because
of the short length of the laser pulses, of the order of 10 m.
R. W. Fenn described his very interesting, though incomplete,
measurements of the scattering phase function of ice particles produced in
the laboratory, and obtained by means of a nephelometer. His results
appear to confirm the existing few measurements in that the intensity
function is rather smooth at large scattering angles and the polarization
remains constant over a wide range of angles in contrast to the situation
with liquid water clouds.

In our opinion, nephelometric measurements,

especially on natural ice clouds, are extremely important here because of
the difficulties of solving exactly the mathematical problem of scattering
on finite polyhedral particles.
B. A. Silverman described another interesting application of laser
techniques to a determination of particle sizes and distributions by an
The method has the advantage of

analysis of their diffraction patterns.

rapid sampling of a small volume without disturbing the particles. The
analysis is based on the diffraction theory of two dimensional particles
and hence it seems best suited to the study of opaque particles. For a
detailed description, the reader is referred to a paper by B. A. Silverman,
B. J. Thompson, and J. H. Ward in J. Appl. Meteor. , 3, p. 792 (1964).
In conclusion, as mentioned at the beginning, we believe that the
discussion clearly brought out the fact that partial optical measurements
cannot by themselves provide all the parameters needed to describe an
atmospheric aerosol. Complete optical measurements might, but then
the aerosol has to be so accessible that more direct physical and chemical
analyses become available.

1See

For inaccessible and remote aerosol layers

reference in F. Muller's presentation.
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(and we are talking only of optically thin matter, so that single scattering
theory is applicable) the optical techniques can only be used as an ad-

junct to check or test other data or hypotheses.
Personally. we felt that having a "theoretical" type preside over a
discussion of experimental results is not a bad idea, because the former
is mainly concerned with the meaningfulness of the measurements in
testing various theoretical models, regardless of the technical difficulties
and the fascination of the experimenter with the intricacies of a novel
piece of equipment. Conversely, an "experimental" type would be an
effective chairman for the theoretical discussion, because he will be able
to keep the theoretician's feet on the ground, so to speak, and away from
too many non-dimensional quantities and too far out, idealized models,
which, while matheinati ally elegant and tractable, may be meaningless
to the man who deals with nature's realities,
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TFTRD DAY:

THE INFLUENCE OF ALROSOLS ON ATMOSPHE4RIC RADIATION FLUXES
F. Mollor
Meteorologisches institut der Universit't M~Inchon
Muinchen, Germany
I.

Introduction

This paper will dozi with observations of radiation fluxes and the
properties of the atrnospheric aerosols which may be derived from them.
T'here are generally three ways to obtain such information which
have been taken by different authors.
A. One chooses a particular nrodel of nuaiber density and size
distribution of particles, computes the radiation flux affected by thenu and
looks to see whether or not the result is consistent with a general conception of the calculated phenomenon.
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to 10
B. One repeats such calculations o'or a very large (10
number of different mode-is and selects that model as true which gives
the best agreement with observations.
C. One uses an inversion method to infer directly the aerosol
characteristics from exact ineasuren-ints. The advantages and restrictions, of this inothod have been discussed yesterday.
The radiAtion fluxes that can be observed are
I. direct radiation fromn solar or articifial sources,
2. scattered radiation from solar or artificial sources including
sky radiation and polarization,
3. terrestrial (long wave) radiation emitted by the earth and/or
the atnmosphere.
II. Direct solar radiation
The earliest attempt to characterize the aerosol content of the
atmosphere was made by F. iinke (1922, 1942) who compared the ob40

sorvod dopletion of solar radiation with the number
sphicros giving the same extinction, in total or1 only
ation.

I'

is the turbidity motor.

T of Rayleigh atmoihort wave solar radi

There e-ists a comprehensive survey

of turbidity factors as observed at many places (Steinhauser,
F ror
coefficient

a physical ioint of view,
B was a better definition.

haze extinction coefficient

a

---

B K"-

short wave part of solar radiation,
B.

Schtlup.p (1949)

A. Angstr•Jm'.

1935).

(1929) turbidity

It is based on the assumption of a
with a

k < 630 rn

1. 3 and it uses only the
, for the determination of

left the numerical value of o Opeln and determined it

from mle-asureenionts takon behind different filters (also Angstrrnm,
Knowledge of

1964).

(I perinits the determination of the exponent v * in Ji

aerosol size distribution law if an assumption of the refractive index
of the particulate mnatter can be made (Volz,
-Measu

1954; 1

e'

5

ni

, 1955).

orlMents wit-h spectrographs or interference filters will give more

details if bofrite. spectral distribution, of radiation and the size distri
bution of the particles,

-

The refractive index, however, may not be the

same for all size ranges of the aerosol or the exponent in the size dis
tribution law may change with the radius

r

(Bulhrich and Volz,

or oven different formulae may hold (Deirinendlian,

1964).

-

1961)

Therefore

measurements in very wide spectral ranges (extending to the long wave
infrared) will reveal more and better knowledge of the size distributions.
Fromn observatio01s, the following statements have been inferred.
The generalized turbidity

coefficieut B shows a maximum in the early

afternoon hours and an annual variation in middle latitudes with the mlaximum

in sumneor and mninimuni

in winter.

T-remendous annual variations

occur at Leopoldvil]e between the dry-dusty and rainy-clean seasons
(Schtepy, 1949; Valko,

1962,

1963). The equivalent hieight of aerosols

was determined only by VoIlz (1955)

by comparing the extinction coeifi

dient in a horizontal (visual range) and a slant beam through the whole
atmosphere (solar radiation),

He. found for this equivalent height in

winter a value of 1. 15 kin, in summer forenoon 1.7 kin, in summer
afternoon 3.6 kin, while usually estimations are used ranging from
1.0 to 1.4 kni.
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For the wavelength
exponent
0

close to 1.3 or 1.5;

a

mean values have been determined

Agstrjni (1964) has given a mean value of 1.9 for

Paotsdamn and an annual variation between
No regular daily variation has been found.

1.3 in January to 2.6 in July.
A slight decrease is indicated

with altitude in the lower part of the troposphere from observations at
ground stations (Potsdarn 1.9; Davos
derived an increase from

1.3) while Newkirk and Eddy (1963)

1.0 at 6 kyn to 1.5 at above 15 km from their

measurements of scattered light in the sun's aureole.
A few spectral inswutigations are available for the extinction of
solar radiation in the infrared spectrum around 10t±,

although a clear

distinction between absorption by- the far wings of absorption lines of
it20 and CO2

and aerosol extinction can hardly be obtained in this region.

In the polluted atmosphere of London the extinction is

3 to 4 times

stronger than in the much clearer air of Ascot, England (Roach and Goody)
At this place further studies indicated only "small influences of aerosols"
A caroful inspection, however,

(Dig.nGl et al. )
an

of their figures reveals

increase in the extinction coefficient by about 30 to 50% over the value

in the cleanest atmosphere with a decrease of the visibility from 15 to
5 kin, and an even stronger increase with a visual range of 3 kIn.
Other studies in this spectral range have been based on measure-

ments of the terrestrial downcorning radiation.

Dave tf a]

crease of the absorption coefficient by a factor of 2
dense haze and
variation.

-

-most remiarkably

-

rlnn
n

to 3 in a day with

-a change in the shape of its spectral

Dolle found in the Negev desert a

atmosphere than in St. Agata, Italy;
of the emission at 8-91t,

foi

mnuch

higher emission of the

a disturbance in the general change

i. e. , in the reststrahlen band of quartz and

feldspar, obviously demonstrates a pollution by mineralic dust from the
surface.
Sumrnarizing, one has to state that there are not many observations of the spectral extinction by
hensive survey at;pears to be needed.

4z

atmospheric haze and a compre-

IIM.

Scattered radiation

Measurements of the scattered radiation can give much more
information orý the scattering particles and their size distribution than
extinction mea surements due to two parameters involved, i. e., wave A combination of such measure
length. X, and the scattering angle, *.

-

ments with polarization measurements, with simultaneous measurements
of high spectral resolution over wide spectral ranges wouid given an almost ideal program for determining the characteristics of the atmospheric
haze. Apparently, such a complete program has never been implemented
(with the possible exception of 0. V. Rosenberg's observatory close to

Moscow).
The dependence of scattering on the angle 0, also nameJ phase
function, scattering function, or indicatrix, has been measured many times
with artificial light sources. The most thorough and complete series has
been given by Barteneva.

She collected more than 700 measurements of

the indicatrix at ground stations between sea level and 3200 m altitude.
In the total material she distinguished ten classes of increasing ratio
of forward to backward scattering and three types of the shape of the
indicatrix: a gradual and a steep type, the latter again subdivided into
two groups, one with "peaks" indicating the primary and secondary rainbow and one without "peaks".
at 0 = 0

The ratio between the maximum scattering

and the minimum value varied between 2.2 (almost Rayleigh)

and 625 (gradual) or 750 (steep).

The rainbow peak first appeared with

increasing turbidity at a visibility of 0.6- 0.8 km but the indicatrix
without peak was also still observed in the same class: this means
fog and dry haze may cause the same low visibility.

that

As far as I know

these indicatrices have not been evaluated in terms of the aerosol
distribution.
A'he same instrumentation has been flown in aircraf, up to
17.5 km. An elongated indicatrix was still observed at all altitudes with
an anomalous increase upward of the elongation near the tropopause and
further increase above the tropopause up to the top altitude. Obviouslv.
observed by junge et al.
the aircraft entered the upper haze layer first
flight to flight occurred
At these altitudes strong variations from
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'V

I-

I-".-

-

-

(Sandomirsky et al.).
Corresponding measurements in the sky are preferably made in
the sun's almucantdr from which a mruch easier evaluation of the indicatrix can be obtained from measurements in the sun's vertical. Volz
(1956) has developed to a high degree of precision this kind of evaluation
and has shown that different types of angular distribution in the aureole
indicate quite different size distributions of particles.

A particularly

useful measure is the ratio of the angular distribution in two wavelengths.
An extension of these measurements up to X, = 1.7611 demonstrated a
change of the indicatrix which is not easy to explain; it may perhaps
indicate a change of the refractive index with X, or r

(Bullrich and Volz).

The principle of studying the forward scattering close to the sun's
disc has been used by Newkirk and Eddy also.

They sent a balloon-borne

coronagraph up to 25 km height and were able to obtain reliable measurements as close as 1.7 degrees from the sun's limb.

Their measurements

confirmed the existence of the stratospheric aerosol layer.

A diferent

method of forward scattering study was used by Volz and Good
difficult but careful evaluation of twilight measurements.

in their

They were

able to detect the aerosol layer between 15 and 30 km in many cases,
thus confirming the old hypothesis that the purple light has its origin in
a highly elevated haze layer.
Another fine confirmation of the haze layer was obtained by
R~ssler.

He measured the scattered light from the zenith by a rocket-

borne instrument up to 30 knm.

The apparent radiance of the mass unit

(in excess of the Rayleigh radiance) was 9.

10 "Wkg

sr

at 16 km

and 6 times stronger at 25 km.
In all calculations

if the radiance of the sky or of the illumination

from the total sky, the main difficulty is a correct treatment of the
multiple scattering in the hazy atmosphere.
only for the clean atmosphere.

The problem hab been solved

Sekera (1956) and collaborators,

not

only gave a complete theoretical computation of the brightness of the sky,
but they also found the eventual explanation of the distribution of polarization over the sky and the origin of neutral points (Coulson et al.).
Recently Sekera and Kano have shown what influence on the behaviour of
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the neutral points is affected by a haze layer, either in the high or low
atmosphere.
The multiple scattering in a turbid atmosphere has been calculated and published by Feigelson et al. They used some fixed types of
indicatrices and it is therefore difficult to take from their tables the flux
of scattered radiation in the' case of overlapping Rayleigh and Mie scattering where the extinction coefficient as well as the indicatrix change with
the wavelength. Comparisons with observations cannot be made easily
since the absorption by atmospheric gases was neglected in these calculations.
Robinson (1963) selected from many stations between tropical
and arctic latitudes observations of sky and global (sun and

sky) radia-

tion on a horizontal surface which show the prevailing influence of
scattering or extinction respectively. He compared the observations
with calculations of the same fluxes, taking into account absorption by
atmospheric gases and Rayleigh scattering only.

From these compari-

sons he demonstrated that there is not only a scattering but also a true
absorption by atmospheric haze particles independent of the wavelength.
This absorption amounts to about 5-20% of the extraterrestrial irradiation
of a horizontal surface; it is larger than the absorption by water vapor in
large cities,

of the same order of magnitude over island stations and

smaller, but still clearly perceptible,

in the clean atmospheres of South

Africa and Antarctica. Sekihara using the same method confirmed the
findings in observations from Japan.
In order to see whether or not these instruments can be confirmed Leupolt derived the scattering coefficient from spectral radiance
measurements of the sky and compared it with spectral extinction coefficients obtained from direct radiation measurements.

These might contain

haze scattering and absorption (in window regions of the spectrum, free
of absorption bands) while only the scattering coefficient should be decisive for thc radiance.

In the polluted atmosphere of Munich, he found

an absorplion of 35% of the total extinction coefficient of haze.
The effect of haze absorption should be studied thoroughly because it might have strong influence on the interpretation of the extinction
pattern by aerosol r-iodels and on our conception of the atmospheric
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radiation budget.
IV.

Terrestrial radiation
As early as 19.9, A. Defant studied the influence of infrared

emission by haze particles upon the daily variation of the temperature in
the layers near the ground. This investigation, however, could not yet
use our present knowledge of aerosols and their influence on radiation.
Robinson (1950) collected many observations of the downcoming
atmospheric radiation at night and found a few days with excessively low
amounts of radiation under the same conditions (water vapor content,
lapse rate) as many other measurements with much higher intensities.
attributed the surplus of atmospheric radiation to atmospheric haze or
dust present in varying quantities.

He

A comparison with absorption coeffi-

cients as calculated by Deirmendjian (1960) might be worthwhile.
In recent years a phenomenon has been reported which apparently
does not permit any other explanation but by assuming the existence of a
haze layer in the high troposphere.

R6nicke, Kuhn, and Riehl have re -

ported that in the tropics or at least in tropical air masses the terrestrial
upward net radiation flux at night does now show the usual monotonic increase with height.

In a layer of about 6 km below the tropopause,

occasionally also above it,

a decrease of the net flux occurs.

This

phenomenon cannot be explained by an particular distribution of the absorbing gases which affect the normal upward increase. The only acceptable
explanation is given by the hypothesis of a haze layer or a thin cirrus
cloud in these altitudes (Zdunkowski). This layer must possess an absorptic,- coefficient, probably gray, within the window region where the
other absorbers do not absorb.
Of course, this assumption is unsatisfactory as long as there is
no verification of the existence of this layer by other observations. Only
one observation which came to my attention quite recently may support it.
Ramanathan et al. have shown that a regular increase of the ozone amount
from day to night must be derived from Dobson measurements against sun
or moon. An increase by the observed amount cannot be understood from
physical considerations. 1f one eliminates the influence of aerosol scattering in the evaluatioll of the original spectral measurements the increase
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vanishes.

This however means that not the ozone amount but the aerosol

scattering increases at night by a factor of about 7, then amounting to
30-50% of the Rayleigh extinction in the total atmospheric column.

It is

striking to note that the apparent increase of ozone at night as well as
the upper tropospheric heating effect by infrared radiation has been reported in tropical air masses only. Thus the two observations, although
coming from the UV and the IR end of the spectrum, may support each
other.
It has been observed many times that the deepest temperature
minimum at night does not occur at the surface of the earth but at a
somewhat higher level, about 20 to 50 cm above the ground.

An explana-

tion might be sought in some thermal emission of a thin haze layer.
-

However, calculation of this effect has shown that the effect is not strong
enough t,> explain the phenomenon (M65ller, 1964).
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Saturday morning session-

Z. Sokera, Chairman

The chairman opened the session by asking for questions pertaining

to the preceding talk by Professor M81ler.
Dr. Newkirk found the ineasur,

_aane.tIre

on Mt. Everest for clear

skies unbelievable as they do not show axV rtcr-cole,
25 kin.

which he had found at

The discrepancy was attributed to l*6e systematic error in the

nephelometer which is not able to measure scattering near the source.
Dr. McDonald asked about the possibility that Robinson's computations might be in error due to the sensitivity of reflection of the solar angle.
Prof. M61ler pointed out that the measurements showed the dependence on a solar angle that was taken into consideration; as the amount of
virtual absorption is the same in magnitude as the absorption due to the
water vapor, it is difficult to explain this absorption by haze by some minor
errors in computation.
The Chairman in his closing remarks objected to the way Dr. Robinson separated the scattering by molecules and by aerosol. Such separation
is dangerous; the recent computations made by Dr. Kano indicate the importance of the

interaction of these two radiative ficlds..

Only by such

interaction is it possible to elxplain observed anomalies in skylight polarization.

He thereiore recommiends that Robinson's

and this interaction be taken into consideration.
tation ef multiple scattering by aerosol

oomputations be revised

The difficulties of cornl.--

particles can be elinminated by a

new method of separation of forward peak, just developed at UCLA.
The question of whether aerosol particles are absorbing or ]lot can
be answered by studies of backward scattering,

since Dr. l)eirmendjian's

computations of the scattering indicate very important differences in this
region for absorbing and non-absorbing particles.
If in the computation of
aerosol scattering their absorptivity is taken into consideration,

it may be

possible to get different behavior of skylight in the rainbow and anticorona
region that can be treated by proper polarization ntasureiinents.
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The chairman supported by Professor van do Hulst warned against
too much confidence in sonie computations which are lacking in accuracy,
havin~g been performed up to now mostly by desk calculators,
Prof. Mdllor mentioned that he found several errors in published
tables. For similar reasons the chairman warned against extensive trust
in Waldram's measurements.
Dr. Dullrich mentioned his measurements of ellipticity of light
scattered by aerosol particles, which give better agreement with the computation if the absorption of aerosol particles is taken into consideration.
Dr. Volz. points to the possible influence± of carbon particles in
the urban atmosphere on the measurements taken in the Munich area.
The chairman then asked for comments on Professor van de
Hui~t's paper, presented the day before.
Dr. Irvine gave his report on his computations with asymmetric
scattering functions.

The results shown in several slides indicated a

better agreement with the measurements when the finite Legendre polynomial series are replaced by Greenstein's phase function.

As pointed

out by the chairman, this agreement cal) be explained by the fact that
Greenstein's phase function represented an infinite series of Logendre
polynomials.
Prof. van de Hulst emphasized this fact and warned against the
use of a finite ntajiber of Legendre polynomials in the representation of
large particle scattering.
Dr. Feuna then described sonic computations made with the use of
the Monte Carlo method, following the photon after each scattering. It
was used first in the problem of illumination of a plane -parallel lyer by
an isotropic point source above this layer and the ratio of the flux of the
reflected radiation to the flux of the source was computed. Then it was
the R"3
used in a model atmosphere with the aerosol distribution given by
The magnitude of the flux of scattered

law, and for a visibility of 25 krn.

radiation increases with the number of collisions
of scattering) allowed.

i. e. , with the number

This increase levels off by about 15-20 collisions.

Prof. van de Hulst mentioned that with a given optical thickness
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4.4) the square of the optical thickness (20 in this

used (for example,

case) gives the number of collisions neerded before some kind of saturation
is achieved, which agrees with the presented data.
The chairman pointed out that a similare
ten years ago by Mr.

method was used about

Lake at Imperial College in London.

The results

of these computations in the total flux were much less accurate than any
simple approximation such as that given by Chandrasekhar.

Dr. Fenn

then replied that the success of this method lay in the capacity of the
conmputer.

The newly available computers enable one to take a large

number of photons into consideration and thus to get a really statistical
distribution.
Answering the questions by Dr. Newkirk about the possible inclusion of polarization due to the scattering, Dr. Fenn replied that this
could be done but would increase the computation problemns tremendously.
Dr. Irvine added that the flux computations probably could be done
but not the angular distribution of emerging intensity.

In response to a

question from Dr. McDonald, Dr. Fenn replied that the computations had
been made on the 7094 and each run took nne to two minutes.

To Dr.

McDonald's questions, Dr. iFenn replied that the random walk was
three -dimensional.
Dr. Zdunkowski was then called upon to give his report oix the
cornputtaton of the effect of haze on the divergence of heat fluxes in the
I-He considered an atmosphere consisting of water

long wave region.
vapor and haze,

represented by Deirmendjian's model of continental

haze, with exponential decrease in the total number of haze particles
with height.

In this computation the attenuation by water vapor and

haze particles,

acting as emitters and primary scatterers,

were

taken into consideration in addition to the reflectivity of the ground.
The results of the computations showed that near the ground the cooling
rates are little affected by the haze.

If,

however,

a temperature dis.

assumed at the ground and the reflectivity of the
surface is assumed to be four percent, a very large instantaneous cool
continuity of -3'

is

-

ing rate of about 32 C per hour appeared in the air directly overlying
the surface.

'In the upper atmosphere the effect of haze was also small.
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It would require 100 times larger aerosol content to double the cooling
of the atmosphere within the lower 2 km laycr.

However,

if the amount

of haze is increased 100 times, an increase in the downward flux by
about 50 percent will follow, which has never been observed. The
speaker then reached the conclusion that 15 times larger haze content
than that in Deirmendjian's model could still produce a normal situation.
The lack of time prevented any further -discussion, and the session
was adjourned at 12:15 p. m.
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Saturday afternormn session

-

J. Dave, Chairman

"Airborne Radiometer Meaaurements of Effects of
Particulates on Terrestrial Flux',
Dr. P.

M. Kuihn

Thin layers of particulates or clouds in the high troposphere and
lower stratosphere are generally not visible to an observer at the surface,
even under the favorable viewing conditions at sunset.

They are not

easily detected by a television camera in a satellite from above.

Yet

these layers affect upwelling infrared flux.
A flight program employing balloon borne radiometers and

a jet

aircraft from which visual observations of particle layers were made was
conducted to measure the attenuating effects of these layers on upwelling
terrestrial flux.

An estimate of the error such attenuation can cause in

surface temperatures deduced from the upward flux measurements was
then made.

The balloon borne radiometers were launched from a desert

area of California. During the ascents the presence of cirrus or particle
layers could not be visually or photographically detected from the surface.
They were,

however, detected by the radiometer during ascent and by

observers in a jet aircraft.
The observations indicated an attenuation of from

to 15 percent

in upward infrared flux as a result of an observed particle layer beneath
the higher balloon borne measurements.

This attenuation could cause a

5*C surface temperature estimate error. Several similar observations
and calculations without observers aloft show the same result.
Question from Dr. Albert Arl irng: Do you take into account the
emmisivity of the surface?
Dr. Kuhn:

We used the radiometer at Edwards Air Force Base over

Rosamond Dry Lake where the humidity is rather low, and a meter above
the surface. Thi s took care of any infrared shadowing and gave us an
interface temperature.
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jr. McDonald: What is the chance that the attenuation is due to
volcanic (lust?
Dr. Kuhn : I didn't mean to say that I know what it is.

In fact, I'm

really here on the edge of the meeting, and not into your work.
claim to know what exactly it is.

I don't

We have to use a gross method and

just say quantitatively it's sornething up there that is attenuating.

I

personally believe that it's ice, as does Stuckey, but I will not deny
that on 20 February 1963 that it could have been Bali.

I just don't know

what its composition is.
"Measurements of Sky Radiation on Haleakala, Hawaii"
By K. Dullrich
The absolute spectral
cf the intensity and

measurements of the solar radiation and

polarization of

the sky radiation allow the deter

-

mination of the size distribution and number density of the atmospheric
aerosol.

The observations could be corrected for multiple scattering

following an approximation given by Dr.

de Bary. The size distribution

obtained from such a study at Mainz (W.

Germany) was found to agree

well with the continuous power law distribution given by Prof. Junge
for continental aerosol.
Such observations were taken on the island of Maui (Hawaii) at
two leveis; (a) 3400 in above sea level (above the trane wind inversion)
and, (b) sea level during April 1964.

Simultaneous direct measure-

ments of aerosol number density at both levels of observation taken
with a Schultz counter show a particle number density of 10 per cc.
However,
K0

5

51.L .

a turbidity factor of the order of Z was measured at
There was no significant difference between the obser

vations of the intensity and polarization taken at two levels.

-

The

intensity values are relatively higher than •he other places and the
degree of polarization about 50 percent.
These results can be explained only in tl-e terms of the presence
of an upper atmospheric aerosol layer which can be attributed to the
March 1963 volcanic eruption of Mt. Agung.
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The detailed analysis

shows that the parLiciCs in this layer do not have a contiinuous power
The cs,_narison of observaiions with theory indi-

law distribution.

cates the presence of particles of radius

0.4'tj

and 2.51

.

Some results of the computations of intensity were also presented for particles with complex refraction index.
Similar measurements oL the polarization taken at the

Prof. Sekera:

same location hy us in 1961 showed that the degree of polarization at
that time was about 10 percent higher than that given by Dr. Bullrich.
This shows a presence of aerosol due to volcanic eruption.
51), one of mny students,

As mentioned before (p.

Dr. Kano,

computed the degree of polarization of the skylight with two different
models.

(1) at the bottoms and (2) at the top

A thin aerosol layer

of a Rayleigh atmosphere.

Standard power law of distribution was

used for the aerosol size.

The variations observed under conditions

of strong low level

haze agreed very well with case (1).

However,

the anomalies observed after the volcanic eruption were not brought out
I therefore feel the size distribution of aerosols from

by case (2).

volcanic eruption is Gaussian in nature.
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